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Judith OConnor (Housing)

From: Dominic Berridge (Housing)
Sent: Tuesday 8 February 2022 15:58
To: Siobhan Ryan (Housing)
Subject: FW: Cross reporting of hedge and scrub removal at xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx, 

Co. Wexford 
Attachments: Cross reporting Cashel Co Wex signed.pdf

 
 

From: Dominic Berridge (Housing) <Dominic.Berridge@housing.gov.ie>  
Sent: Tuesday 8 February 2022 15:52 
To: Dominic Berridge (Housing) <Dominic.Berridge@housing.gov.ie> 
Subject: FW: Cross reporting of hedge and scrub removal at xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx, Co. Wexford  
 
 
 

From: Dominic Berridge  
Sent: Tuesday 15 September 2020 13:38 
To: Ciaran Foley <Ciaran.Foley@chg.gov.ie> 
Subject: FW: Cross reporting of hedge and scrub removal at xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Co. Wexford  
 
 
 

From: Dominic Berridge  
Sent: Friday 31 July 2020 14:18 
To: 'fran.doyle@agriculture.gov.ie' <fran.doyle@agriculture.gov.ie> 
Cc: 'Mairead.Fanning@agriculture.gov.ie' <Mairead.Fanning@agriculture.gov.ie> 
Subject: FW: Cross reporting of hedge and scrub removal at xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx, Co. Wexford  
 
Dear Mr. Doyle. 
 
I attach a cross compliance form re. a  farm near xxxxxxxx Co. Wexford.   
 
The email below gives a little context to the report. 
 
Regards, 
 
Dominic Berridge 
Conservation Ranger 
National Parks and Wildlife Service 
Dept of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht  
Wexford Wildfowl Reserve 
North Slob 
Ardcavan Lane 
Y35 EY89 
Wexford 
Tel 00353 76 100 2661              00353 76 1002660    
Mob 00353 xxxxxxxxxx 
Dominic.Berridge@chg.gov.ie 
 
 

From: Fanning, Mairead [mailto: Mairead.Fanning@agriculture.gov.ie  ]  
Sent: Monday 27 July 2020 14:41 
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To: Dominic Berridge <Dominic.Berridge@chg.gov.ie> 
Subject: FW: Sent from Snipping Tool 
 
 
Dominic,  
 
RE: xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx, Bunclody  
Herd number: xxxxxxxxxxxx 
 
 
From our telephone  call I conclude that there has been the e removal of the hedgerow (Landscape Feature) LFs) between 
parcel xxxxxxxxxxx and xxxxxxxxxxx and  also the removal of a hedgerow  (LFS) between xxxxxxxxxxx and xxxxxxxxxxx 
 
Please indicate the metres of hedgerows remove/damaged and the exact location on a map and when it occurred and this is 
during  the bird nesting  and rearing season. This is a breach of  Good Agricultural and Environmental Condition (GAEC) 7 
- Retention of landscape features, ban on cutting hedges & trees in nesting season & encroachment of invasive species 
 
 
This incident should be cross reported to  
 
Note, hedges ,trees in a line, drains, archaeological sites and monuments former REPS A habitats they are all protected features 

and are called Landscape Features. (LFs).  The farmer is getting paid on the area but farmer must retain them.  Applicant can 

remove them but he/she must replace that feature in advance equal length and like for like elsewhere on the farm.  In addition 

applicant must be mindful of the bird nest season and if the land is in a Natura site consent must then be sought from NPWS. 

 

I have included number of digital imaginaries of the parcels in question for different years confirming that the LFs were removed 

since 2009.  Should you need any of these posted revert.  

Any queries revert.  

 

xxxxxxxxxxx 

 

Regards, 

 

Mairead  
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Disclaimer: 
 
Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine  
 
The information contained in this email and in any attachments is confidential and is designated solely for 
the attention and use of the intended recipient(s). This information may be subject to legal and professional 
privilege. If you are not an intended recipient of this email, you must not use, disclose, copy, distribute or 
retain this message or any part of it. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender 
immediately and delete all copies of this email from your computer system(s).  
 
An Roinn Talmhaíochta, Bia agus Mara  
 
Tá an t-eolais san ríomhphost seo, agus in aon ceangláin leis, faoi phribhléid agus faoi rún agus le h-aghaigh 
an seolaí amháin. D’fhéadfadh ábhar an seoladh seo bheith faoi phribhléid profisiúnta nó dlíthiúil. Mura 
tusa an seolaí a bhí beartaithe leis an ríomhphost seo a fháil, tá cosc air, nó aon chuid de, a úsáid, a chóipeál, 
nó a scaoileadh. Má tháinig sé chugat de bharr dearmad, téigh i dteagmháil leis an seoltóir agus scrios an t-
ábhar ó do ríomhaire le do thoil. 


